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SPECIAL EDITION
VISIT INTEC
AT STAND

S2-E180

W

ith less than a month until
the start of IPEX 2014,
preparations here at Intec
headquarters are in full swing.
This year’s show which is set to
run between 24th and 29th March
is billed as the “one print event that
you can’t afford to miss!”
We are particularly excited about
IPEX this year, as not only will we
be exhibiting our complete range
of printing and finishing solutions,
we will also be launching our
new flagship 4 and 5 color digital

printing systems;
the ColorSplash
CS4000 and CS5000.
On the Intec stand
you will be able to see
live demonstrations of our
EDGE 850 short to medium run,
on demand, label printing system
teamed up with the new LCF215
label finishing solution.
Our new, high end, print finishing
kit, consisting of business card
cutter, creaser and guillotine will
also be cutting, creasing and

chopping, live
on the Intec stand over the course
of the show.
As well as our new products we
will be demonstrating our hugely
successful CP3000 digital color
printer, complete with high capacity
feeder and booklet finishing
continued on page 2
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have about our products or to
discuss international distribution
opportunities.
During the course of the
exhibition we are expecting our
stand to be very busy as we
have a large number of new and
prospective distributors and dealers
visiting us from across the globe.
However if you would like to
discuss our range of printing
solutions or are interested in
becoming part of our international
distribution network we would
love to see you and discuss
your requirements on a one to
one level.
To ensure this is possible
please get in touch to book an
appointment, or simply let us know

“ one print

event that you
can’t afford to
miss......

“

system, the heavy stock XP2020
digital color printer system, capable
of producing fantastic quality print
onto a wide range of media up to
an amazing 600gsm/micron and
the awesome EPP550 envelope
printing and workflow solution.
A section of the Intec stand will
also be dedicated to the Glunz
and Jensen PlateWriter 2000 with
representatives from G&J on hand
to demonstrate the advantages
of their superb, eco friendly
iCtP system.
Situated in the South Hall at
location S2-E180, Intec will be
based on our bespoke 21 metre
stand and will have a dedicated
team of highly trained staff available
to answer any questions you may

you are planning to pay us a visit.
+44 (0) 1202 845 960 or email us:
sales@intecprinters.com

CMYK + 1
The launch at IPEX of the Intec
ColorSplash range of digital LED
printers heralds a new dawn for
high definition digital color printing.
Specifically designed for the
graphic arts market the CS4000
and CS5000 offer outstanding print
quality, higher print speeds, lower
cost of ownership and complete
media flexibility.
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new technology
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As well as the standard CMYK,
the CS5000 has an additional white
or clear toner option, enabling a
myriad of new creative printing
and design opportunities.
Specific areas of artwork can be
highlighted with clear gloss or white
spot colors, adding depth and
style to designs and artwork for the
creation of truly bespoke products
and print.

Intec takes graphic arts printing
to a whole new level with the
CS5000. Featuring a unique option
of printing a fifth color, this game
changing print engine will redefine
the boundaries of on demand
digital printing.

Previously this type of high
end 5 color printing could only
be achieved through the use of
expensive digital or lithographic
printing equipment.
However, with the launch of
the CS5000 these advances in
technology are now available to
2

a wide range of industries and
creative professionals, opening
new revenue streams and business
opportunities.
Printing spot clear gloss to draw
attention to particular elements
of a design has traditionally been
restricted by the challenges and
difficulties inherent to the process.
The CS5000 makes short work
of the application of clear gloss
to add impact and a premium feel
to printed media. As a fifth color
option you can apply clear
gloss to your designs on
a range of media up to
400gsm. Business
cards, brochures,
leaflet, POS
and many
more
printed

materials can now
be taken to the next level of style
and sophistication.
Historically printing solid white
onto a range of media has always
proved to be a challenge in the
printing industry.
continued on page 3
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Printing white text or graphics
has been limited to either using
white media or the slow and costly
process of screen printing.
With the launch of the CS5000
Intec provides an affordable, easy
to use alternative, enabling cost
effective short run printing on
colored or transparent stock up
to 400gsm. It is now possible
and affordable to reproduce

stunning colors on
dark media by under
printing with white
and overlaying your
color design.
You can also get
even more out of you
ColorSplash printer
with the addition of
the fantastic Fiery®
XF for Intec RIP and
workflow solution.
Delivering razor
sharp print quality
and unparalleled color
control the Fiery® XF for Intec
RIP provides advanced spot and
process color optimization and
offers industry leading features
including imposition, variable
data and late color editing. Its
customizable user interface enables
you to build your own easy to use
workflows, creating automated
digital output and streamlining your
print production.
The ColorSplash range of digital
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color printers will be officially
launched at IPEX.
On the Intec stand the CS5000
will be driving 2 different systems.
The first of which will be our
new envelope printing solution
consisting of the CS5000 equipped
with a clear spot color kit, Intec
Large Envelope Feeder and Intec
Conveyer to create an envelope
printing solution that is second
to none.
Sporting the fantastic white
spot color kit, our second CS5000
engine will be paired with our digital
input and output units to create a
user friendly, high capacity printing
press.
So If you would like to learn more
about the ColorSplash, come along
to the South Hall and find us at
stand S2-E180 or if you can’t wait
until the show just give us a call on:
+44 (0) 1202 845 960 or email us:
sales@intecprinters.com
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stripping, slitting and rewinding.
The addition of the Intec LCF215
label finishing system to your
workflow provides a superb label
finishing solution, capable of
producing stunning labels, on a vast
range of substrates. A must have for
any business with high quality, short
to medium run label printing and
finishing requirements.
Come along to stand S2-E180 at
IPEX to see the full range of Intec
label printing and finishing solutions
in action.

“
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robust engineering with precision
registration and the ability to select
from one to three registration
points, it ensures complete
cutting accuracy.
Class leading cutting accuracy
is achieved through the
implementation of the
SMARTMark Optical
Registration System,
where multiple
marks are read
by the LCF215
to automatically
adjust the cut file
compensating,
not only for the
start of a label
but also any
skew or scale
issues that
may have been
caused by
material instability.
Features such as lamination,
provide bright punchy colors,
additional glossiness and scratch
resistance with the additional
benefits of increased UV stability.
With frequent changes in labelling
regulations and a stronger than
ever demand for customized and
private labels, holding large stocks
is not environmentally friendly or
commercially realistic.
Investment in an Intec label
printing and finishing solution
ensures that you can reduce your
inventory of pre-cut labels by
only producing and finishing what
you need.
Using unique contour cutting
technology, the LCF215 can cut
any shape on demand, meaning
that there is no limit to the creative
possibilities now available. The
feature packed and user friendly
finisher also supports; lamination,
digital contour cutting, matrix

“ there is no limit

Optical sensors read up to 3 registration
marks which ensure the best accuracy
in the industry.

Slitting blades allow for roll slitting,
at any width, with up to 3 blades
(standard) and 5 blades (optional).

The user friendly control panel ensures
that you can navigate your way around
the menu function with ease.
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In February 2014 Intec Printing
Solutions introduced the new
LCF215 digital label finishing
solution at the Packaging
Innovations Exhibition in
Birmingham, UK.
Following the huge amount of
interest generated at Packaging
Innovations, Intec will be
showcasing and demonstrating
our label printing and finishing
solutions at IPEX, with a large
section of our stand devoted to the
labelling industry.
The LCF215 was developed with
performance and affordability in
mind to provide the perfect finishing
solution for labels produced from
the Intec range of digital color
label printers.
This incredibly compact unit
includes easy roll loading for
lamination, contour cutting, matrix
removal and slitting. Combining

to the creative
possibilities now
available....

Laminate your labels for a gloss or matt
finish, protecting them from scratching
and moisture ingress whilst also
improving light fastness and stability.
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FIERY® XF FOR INTEC RIP
STATION
Intec are proud to announce the
launch of our new Fiery® XF for Intec
RIP station.
Using Fiery® XF for Intec ensures
you maximise your Intec print
investment by producing stunning,
precise and predictable quality
prints every time.
Delivering razor sharp print
quality and unparalleled color
control the RIP provides advanced
spot and process color optimization
and offers industry leading features
including imposition, variable data
and late color editing.
Each Fiery® XF for intec package
will now ship with a fantastic
custom made RIP station.
Engineered to the highest
standards this rugged
steel RIP station
has been
designed
to

maximize the efficiency of your
print workflow.
Featuring adjustable monitor
mounts, keyboard and mouse
platform and PC housing, the
Intec RIP station provides
a stable, self contained
workstation whilst
minimizing untidy
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FREE POP UP DISPLAYS
DON’T MISS OUT
All Intec partner demo CP3300 and CP3400
systems will now be supplied with one of our
new high impact pop-up display stands.
The stands are quick and easy to build,
include a useful plinth for your RIP workstation
and even come with the pictured spotlights
included.
Each stand can be custom branded with your
logos by our in-house designers and artwork
can be translated into your chosen language*
free of charge.
Get the most out of your marketing by taking
advantage of this exclusive offer. Contact Intec
now on +44 (0) 1202 845 960 or email us at
sales@intecprinters.com
Subject to Terms and Conditions – Offer applies to Intec approved distributors and dealers globally
excluding the Americas. *Translated text will need to be supplied to the Intec marketing team.
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PRODUCT LINE UP
CS5000

The new Intec envelope printing solution will
consist of the CS5000 equipped with a clear spot
color kit, Intec Large Envelope Feeder and Intec
Conveyer to create an envelope printing solution
that is second to none.

Sporting the fantastic white spot color kit, our
CS5000 engine will be paired with Digital input
and output units to create a user friendly
high capacity printing press.

CP3400

Our hugely successful CP3400 digital color
printer, complete with high capacity feeder and
booklet finishing system. Offering the lowest cost
per copy in it’s class!

XP2020

The heavy stock XP2020 digital color printer
system, capable of producing fantastic quality
print onto a wide range of media up to an
amazing 600gsm/micron.

EDGE 850

A must have for any business with high quality,
short to medium run label printing requirements.
The Intec label finishing solution will be
producing high quality labels on a range of media
throughout the exhibition.

EPP550

The Intec EPP550 is the ideal digital print
solution for printing small to large color plain and
window envelopes as well as paper and board
formats, making it the perfect print partner for
commercial printers and in-plant organisations.
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LCF215

When paired with the Intec label printing
solution the LCF215 creates a fully featured
label printing and finishing solution. Lamination,
contour cutting, matrix removal and slitting
are all supported

INTEC PRINT
FINISHING KIT

The Intec range of high end print finishing
equipment, including; business card cutter,
creaser and guillotine.
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PRINTSHOP MAIL SUITE

Personalize your print output with the fantastic
Printshop mail variable data print software. A
stand alone VDP composition tool Printshop mail
is easy to use for beginners and offers advanced
features for experts.

INTEC RIP STATION

The Fiery® XF for Intec ensures you maximise
your Intec print investment by producing
stunning, precise and predictable quality prints
every time. And now the Fiery® XF for Intec
RIP ships with our fantastic new custom made
RIP station.

PLATEWRITER
2000

Setting new standards in cost flexibility and
speed, the PlateWriter™ 2000 produces digital
CtP plates, which deliver accurate registration
and high quality for small to medium format
offset printers.

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT IPEX....

SOUTH HALL, STAND S2-E180
Register online at: www.ipex.org

or click here to go to the Intec profile page
Every Intec consumable sold generates a donation to one of several charitable causes around the world.
Thank you for helping us to make the world a better place.

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

AMERICAS HEADQUARTERS

Intec Printing Solutions

Intec Printing Solutions

Unit 11B, Dawkins Road Industrial Estate,
Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset BH15 4JP UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1202 845960
Fax: +44 (0) 1202 845961
www.intecprinters.com

16011 N. Nebraska Avenue
Lutz, FL 33549 USA
Tel: +1 813-949-7799
Fax: +1 813-949-7886
www.intecprinters.com

